WELCOME
Welcome to another edition of the HinterWelt Enterprises newsletter! It's the New Year,
and time for some new products.

NEWS
Yes, I've been saying it for months now, but Nebuleon is
actually-factually on the market! Get your Sci-Fi role
playing fix with our newest core rules; 240 pages of
Iridium powered goodness. Our first hard cover book,
Nebuleon is chocked full of beautiful illustrations,
detailed setting, and
entertaining fiction.
Check it out at your local
hobby store today!
Back in the Corps Again,
the first supplement for
Nebuleon, is currently at
the printers and expected
out in stores in February.
Like all our supplements, this 80 page soft cover book
contains an adventure, rules expansions, and hot new
weapons and equipment. The story begins with a distress
call from an Andromedaen research vessel. Can your team
discover what
happened, rescue the
survivors, and live to spend the profits?
Our chief writer is diligently working on Roma
Imperious, our next offering for the alternate history
line. This takes place in an altered Roman Empire,
where faith in magic replaced faith in Christianity, and
the Roman Empire faces off against the immortal Jade
Emperor of the East. Join the Corps Afrikaans and
battle jungle shamans, or fight the frozen giants of the
north. Everything is familiar and yet strangely altered
in this brave new world. Due out in late May, 240
pages, hard cover MSRP $35.

CAMPAIGN
We had a great time up in Village Games in Anoka, MN last week. We were running an
introduction to Tales of Gaea, our fantasy game. If you're in the Anoka area, stop by on
Saturdays in the month of January to sit in on the game. The adventure, 'Village of
Teranda', is available free from our website for those who live out of state.
Campaign Log:
http://www.hinterwelt.com/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=43
Village of Tirada
http://www.hinterwelt.com/TOG/Demo.htm

TECHNOBABBLE
We have added a Roma Imperious web page to the Shades of Earth Site. We will have
previews for the cover, art and content listed there as they become available.
http://shades.hinterwelt.com/RomaImperious.htm
We have also updated the Nebuleon Site with previews of the first supplement, Back in
the Corps Again. Free downloads and all the information on this supplement is now
available here:
http://neb.hinterwelt.com/BITCA-REF.html
That's all for this month. Happy New Years!

